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1 Overview
The NetApp SANtricity Web Services Proxy (WSP) provides configuration access to NetApp E-Series
storage systems through standard HTTPS mechanisms. Web Services is a RESTful API that uses the
HTTP protocol just like a web browser. The API provides structured output to HTTP requests using
standard HTTP verbs and URL structure.
You can install the Web Services Proxy on a Linux server or a Windows server, and then configure the
proxy to communicate with E-Series storage systems. The Web Services Proxy can manage multiple
storage systems, including a mixture of older and newer models.
Note:

Web Services is also embedded on newer storage systems (E2800/EF280 and E5700/EF280
series controllers); however, this embedded version can only manage the array in which the
controller is installed.

Included with the Web Services Proxy installation is the SANtricity Unified Manager, a web-based
interface that enables you to manage multiple storage arrays in a single view. For more information on
the Unified Manager, refer to its online help.

New in this Release
This release of the Web Services Proxy includes the following changes:
AutoSupport improvements:

•

−

Refactored AutoSupport endpoints.

−

Added Jersey monitoring statistics, user agent, and client type data in the AutoSupport bundle.

New, aggregate Analyzed Storage System statistics:

•
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−

devmgr/v2/storage-systems/{system-id}/analysed-system-statistics

−

devmgr/v2/storage-systems/analysed-system-statistics
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Terms and Concepts
The following table describes terms and concepts used in this guide.
Table 1) Terms and Concepts

Term

Definition

API

An Application Programming Interface (API) is a set of protocols and methods that
enables developers to communicate with devices. The Web Services API is used to
communicate with E-Series storage systems.

ASUP

The AutoSupport (ASUP) feature collects data in a customer support bundle and
automatically sends the message file to technical support for remote troubleshooting and
problem analysis.

CORS

Cross-origin resource sharing (CORS) is a mechanism that uses
additional HTTP headers to provide a web application running at one origin to have
permission to access selected resources from a server at a different origin.

Endpoint

Endpoints are functions that are available through the API. An endpoint includes an
HTTP verb, plus the URI path. In Web Services, endpoints can execute such tasks as
discovering storage systems and creating volumes.

HTTP Verb

An HTTP verb is a corresponding action for an endpoint, such as retrieving and creating
data. In Web Services, HTTP verbs include POST, GET, and DELETE.

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is a structured data format much like XML, which
uses a minimal, readable format. Data within Web Services is encoded through JSON.

REST / RESTful

Representational state transfer (REST) is a loose specification that defines an
architectural style for an API. Because most REST APIs do not fully adhere to the
specification, they are described as “RESTful” or “REST-like.” Generally, a “RESTful”
API is agnostic to programming languages and has the following characteristics:
• HTTP-based, which follows the general semantics of the protocol
• Producer and consumer of structured data (JSON, XML, etc.)
• Object-oriented (as opposed to operation-oriented)
Web Services is a RESTful API that provides access to virtually all the SANtricity
management capabilities.

SYMbol API

SYMbol is a legacy API for managing E-Series storage systems. The underlying
implementation of the Web Services API uses SYMbol.

Web Services

Web Services is an API that NetApp designed for developers to manage E-Series
storage systems. There are two implementations of Web Services: embedded on the
controller and a separate proxy that can be installed on Linux or Windows.

5
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Compatibility and Restrictions
The following table describes compatibility and restrictions for the Web Services Proxy.
Table 2) Compatibility and Restrictions

Item

Description

HTTP Support

The Web Services Proxy allows use of HTTP or HTTPS. (The embedded version of
Web Services requires HTTPS for security reasons.)

Storage systems
and firmware

The Web Services Proxy can manage all E-Series storage systems, including a mixture
of older systems and the latest E2800, EF280, E5700, and EF570 series arrays.

Host operating
systems

You can install the Web Services Proxy on Linux or Windows.

IP Support

The Web Services Proxy supports either the IPv4 protocol or IPv6 protocol.
Note: The IPv6 protocol might fail when the Web Services Proxy tries to automatically
discover the management address from the controller configuration. Possible causes for
the failure include problems during IP address forwarding or IPv6 being enabled on the
storage systems but not on the server.

NVSRAM file
name constraints

The Web Services Proxy uses NVSRAM file names to identify version information
accurately. Therefore, you cannot change NVSRAM filenames when they are used with
the Web Services Proxy. The Web Services Proxy might not recognize a renamed
NVSRAM file as a valid firmware file.

Symbol Web

Symbol Web is a URL in the REST API. It provides access to almost all symbol calls.
The symbol function is part of the following URL:

http://host:port/devmgr/storage-system/storage array
ID/symbol/symbol function
Note: Symbol-disabled arrays are supported through the Web Services Proxy.

2 Resolving Port Conflicts
A port conflict can occur when the Web Services Proxy is running with another application available at the
defined address or port.
To resolve the port conflict, perform these steps:
1. Open the wsconfig.xml file, located at:
−

−
2.

(Windows) C:\Program Files\NetApp\SANtricity Web Services Proxy

(Linux) /opt/netapp/santricity_web_services_proxy

Add the following line to the wsconfig.xml file, in which n is the port number:

<sslport clientauth=”request”>n</sslport>
<port>n</port>

Example:
<sslport clientauth=”request”>8443</sslport>
<port>8080</port>

The following table shows the attributes of the NetApp Web Server configuration file that control HTTP
ports and HTTPS ports.
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Table 3) Attributes of Controlling Ports

Name

Description

Parent
Node

Attributes

Required?

config

Root node for the config.

null

Version - The version of the
config schema is currently 1.0.

Yes

sslport

The TCP port to listen for SSL
requests. Defaults to 8443.

config

Clientauth

No

port

The TCP port to listen for HTTP
request. Defaults to 8080.

config

-

No

3. Save and close the file.
4. Restart the service.
The following example shows output of the wsconfig.xml file:

3 Configuring the Optional cors.cfg File
Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) is handled by the cors.cfg file in the working directory, as
specified by the wsconfig.xml file. The CORS configuration is open by default, so cross domain access
is not restricted. If no configuration file is present, CORS is open. If the cors.cfg file is present, it is
used. If the cors.cfg file is empty, you cannot make a CORS request.
To configure CORS settings, add lines to the cors.cfg file. Each line in the CORS configuration file is a
regular expression pattern to match. The origin header must match a line in the cors.cfg file. If any line
pattern matches the origin header, the request is allowed. The complete origin is compared, not just the
host element. As a result, requests are matched on the host and according to protocol, such as the
following:
•

Match localhost with any protocol—*localhost*

•

Match localhost for HTTPS only—https://localhost*
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4 Disabling SYMbol HTTPS
By default, the Web Services Proxy sends SYMbol commands over HTTPS for all E2800 series and
E5700 series arrays running SANtricity OS versions 08.40 or later. SYMbol commands sent over HTTPS
are authenticated to the storage system. If needed, you can disable HTTPS SYMbol support and send
commands over remote procedure call (RPC). Whenever SYMbol over RPC is configured, all passive
commands to the storage system are enabled without authentication.
Note:

When SYMbol over RPC is used, the Web Services Proxy cannot connect to systems with the
SYMbol management port disabled.

To disable SYMbol HTTPS, perform these steps:
1. Open the wsconfig.xml file, located at:
−

−

(Windows) C:\Program Files\NetApp\SANtricity Web Services Proxy

(Linux) /opt/netapp/santricity_web_services_proxy

2. In the devicemgt.symbolclientstrategy entry, replace the httpsPreferred value with
rpcOnly. For example:
<env key="devicemgt.symbolclientstrategy">rpcOnly</env>

5 Managing User Access
This section describes how to manage user access to the Web Services Proxy:
•

Password encryption. Apply an additional encryption process to each password.

•

Basic authentication. Enable basic authentication to return an authentication challenge.

•

LDAP integration. Integrate with Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) to allow for user
authentication and mapping of roles to groups.

•

Role-based login URL. Use role-based access control (RBAC) to grant roles with specific
permissions to each defined user.

Encrypting Passwords
Additional encryption is used with the existing SHA256 password encoding. This additional encryption
process applies a random set of bytes to each password (salt) for each SHA256 hash encryption. Salted
SHA256 encryption is applied to all newly created passwords.
Note:

Prior to the Web Services Proxy 3.0 release, passwords were encrypted through SHA256
hashing only. Any existing SHA256 hash-only encrypted passwords retain this encoding and are
still valid under the users.properties file. However, SHA256 hash-only encrypted passwords
are not as secure as those passwords with salted SHA256 encryption.

To apply salt to an existing SHA256-only password, perform these steps:
1. Open the users.properties file, located at:
−

−

(Windows) C:\Program Files\NetApp\SANtricity Web Services
Proxy\data\config

(Linux) /opt/netapp/santricity_web_services_proxy/data/config

2. Re-enter the encrypted password as plain text.

3. Run the securepasswds command line utility to re-encrypt the password or simply restart the Web
Services Proxy. This utility is installed in the root install directory for the Web Services Proxy.
Note:
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Using Basic Authentication
By default, basic authentication is enabled, which means the server returns a basic authentication
challenge. If desired, you can change that setting in the wsconfig.xml file.
To change the basic authentication setting, perform these steps:
1. Open the wsconfig.xml file, located at:
−

−

(Windows) C:\Program Files\NetApp\SANtricity Web Services Proxy

(Linux) /opt/netapp/santricity_web_services_proxy

2. Modify the following lines in the file by specifying false (not enabled) or true (enabled):
<env-entries>

<env key="enable-basic-auth">true</env>

</env-entries>

3. Save the file and restart the Webserver service.

Using LDAP
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), an application protocol for accessing and maintaining
distributed directory information services, is enabled for the Web Services Proxy. LDAP integration allows
for user authentication and mapping of roles to groups. For information on configuring LDAP functionality,
refer to configuration options in the Unified Manager interface or in the LDAP section of the interactive
API documentation.

Using Role-Based Access
The Web Services Proxy includes role-based access control (RBAC), in which predefined users are
associated with roles. Each role grants permissions to a specific level of functionality. Default user
accounts are defined in the users.properties file, located in:
(Windows) C:\Program Files\NetApp\SANtricity Web Services Proxy\data\config

•

(Linux) /opt/netapp/santricity_web_services_proxy/data/config

•

Table 4 lists user logins available for the Web Services Proxy. Table 5 describes each role assigned to
the users.
Table 4) Predefined Users

User name Description
admin

A super administrator who has access to all functions. This local user includes all roles.
The default password is “admin.”

storage

The administrator responsible for all storage provisioning. This user includes the following
roles: storage.admin, support.admin, and storage.monitor. This account is disabled until a
password is set.

security

The user responsible for security configuration. This user includes the following roles:
security.admin and storage.monitor. This account is disabled until a password is set.

support

The user responsible for hardware resources, failure data, and firmware upgrades. This
user includes the following roles: support.admin and storage.monitor. This account is
disabled until a password is set.

monitor

A user with read-only access to the system. This user includes only the storage.monitor
role. This account is disabled until a password is set.
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User name Description
rw

The rw (read/write) user includes the following roles: storage.admin, support.admin, and
storage.monitor. This account is disabled until a password is set.

ro

The ro (read only) user includes only the storage.monitor role. This account is disabled
until a password is set.

Table 5) Role Descriptions

Name

Description

security.admin

SSL and certificate management.

storage.admin

Full read/write access to storage array configuration.

storage.monitor

Read-only access to view storage array related data.

support.admin

Access to all hardware resources on storage arrays and support
operations such as AutoSupport (ASUP) retrieval.

6 Using the API
In the Web Services API, HTTP communications revolve around a request-response cycle, as described
in this section.
Figure 1) API request and response.

When using Web Services to manage storage systems, you should be familiar with the following
concepts.
Table 6) Web Services Requirements

Requirement

Description

REST

Because Web Services is a RESTful API that provides access to virtually all the
SANtricity management capabilities, you should be familiar with REST concepts. For
information, see: http://www.ics.uci.edu/~fielding/pubs/dissertation/top.htm

JSON

Because data within Web Services is encoded through JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON), you should be familiar with JSON programming concepts. For more information,
see: http://www.json.org/

General
programming
concepts

You should be familiar with programming language concepts. Java and Python are the
most common programming languages used with the Web Services API, but any
programming language that can make HTTP requests is sufficient for API interaction.
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Requests
Regardless of the programming language or tool you use, each call to the Web Services API has a similar
structure, with a URL, HTTP verb, and an Accept header.

URL path
All requests include a URL, as in the following example, and contain the elements described in Table 7.
https://webservices.name.com:8443/devmgr/v2/storage-systems
Table 7) Typical URL Path

Area

Description

HTTP transport

The Web Services Proxy enables the use of HTTP or HTTPS.
The embedded Web Services requires HTTPS for security reasons.

https://

Base URL and port

Each request must be correctly routed to an active instance of Web
webservices.name.com:8443 Services. The FQDN (fully qualified domain name) or the IP address of
the instance is required, along with the listening port. By default, Web
Services communicates over port 8080 (for HTTP) and port 8443 (for
HTTPS).
For the Web Services Proxy, both ports can be changed during the proxy
installation or in the wsconfig.xml file. Port contention is common on
data center hosts running various management applications.
For the embedded Web Services, the port on the controller cannot be
changed; it defaults to port 8443 for secure connections.
A request is made to a specific REST resource or endpoint within the
devmgr/v2/storage-systems Web Services API. Most endpoints are in the form of
devmgr/v2/<resource>/[id]
The API path consists of three parts:
• devmgr (Device Manager) is the namespace of the Web Services
API.
• V2 denotes the version of the API that you are accessing. You can
also use utils to access login endpoints.
• storage-systems is a category within the documentation.
API path

HTTP Verb
REST interfaces support multiple HTTP verbs (GET, POST, DELETE) for each resource:
•

GET requests are used for read-only requests.

•

POST requests are used to create and update objects, and also for read requests that might have
security implications.

•

DELETE requests are typically used to remove an object from management, remove an object
entirely, or to reset the state of the object.

Currently, the Web Services API does not support PUT or PATCH. Instead, you can use POST to provide
the typical functionality for these verbs.

Accept Header
When returning a request body, Web Services returns the data in JSON format (unless otherwise
specified). Certain clients default to requesting “text/html” or something similar. In these cases, the API
responds with an HTTP code 406, denoting that it cannot provide data in this format. As a best practice,
11
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you should define the Accept header as “application/json” for any cases in which you expect JSON as the
response type. In other cases where a response body is not returned (for example, DELETE), providing
the Accept header does not cause any unintended effects.

Responses
When a request is made to the API, a response returns two critical pieces of information:
•

HTTP status code. Indicates whether the request was successful.

•

Optional response body. Usually provides a JSON body representing the state of the resource or a
body providing more details on the nature of a failure.

You must check the status code and the content-type header to determine what the resulting response
body looks like. For HTTP status codes 200-203 and 422, Web Services returns a JSON body with the
response. For other HTTP status codes, Web Services generally does not return an additional JSON
body, either because the specification does not allow it (204) or because the status is self-explanatory.
Table 8 lists common HTTP status codes and definitions. It also indicates whether information associated
with each HTTP code is returned in a JSON body.
Table 8) Common HTTP Status Codes

HTTP Status Code

Description

JSON Body

200 OK

Denotes a successful response.

Yes

201 Created

Indicates that an object was created. This code is used in a few rare
cases instead of a 200 status.

Yes

202 Accepted

Indicates that the request is accepted for processing as an asynchronous Yes
request, but you must make a subsequent request to get the actual result.

203 NonAuthoritative
Information

Similar to a 200 response, but Web Services cannot guarantee that the
Yes
data is up-to-date (for example, only cached data is available at this time).

204 No Content

Indicates a successful operation, but there is no response body. This
code is always used for DELETE operations.

No

400 Bad Request

Indicates that the JSON body provided in the request is not valid.

No

401 Unauthorized

Indicates that an authentication failure has occurred. Either no credentials
were provided, or the username or password was invalid.

No

403 Forbidden

An authorization failure, which indicates that the authenticated user does
not have permission to access the requested endpoint.

No

404 Not Found

Indicates that the requested resource could not be located. This code is
valid for nonexistent APIs or nonexistent resources requested by the
identifier.

No

422 Unprocessable
Entity

Indicates the request is generally well-formed, but either the input
parameters are invalid, or the state of the storage system does not allow
Web Services to satisfy the request.

Yes

424 Failed
Dependency

Used in the Web Services proxy to indicate that the requested storage
system is currently inaccessible. Therefore, Web Services cannot satisfy
the request.

No

429 Too Many
Requests

Indicates that a request limit was exceeded and should be retried at a
later time.

No
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Interactive API Documentation
Web Services includes documentation that enables you to directly interact with the API. This
documentation runs with each instance of Web Services, and is also available in a static PDF format from
the NetApp Support site.
Note:

The Web Services API implements the OpenAPI specification (originally called the Swagger
specification).

To access the interactive API documentation, open a browser and enter the following URL:
http[s]://<server>:<port>/devmgr/docs/

In this URL, <server> is the IP address or FQDN of the server where the proxy is installed, and
<port> is the listening port number (defaults to 8080 for HTTP or 8443 for HTTPS).
The API documentation opens in the browser.

Login
The default method for login is to use POST from the utils page in the interactive API documentation.
For initial login, use “admin” (considered a super administrator with access to all functions and roles):
•

Username is admin

•

Password is admin

To log in to the API, perform these steps:
1. Open a browser and enter the following URL:
http[s]://<server>:<port>/devmgr/docs/

In this URL, <server> is the IP address or FQDN of the server where the proxy is installed, and
<port> is the listening port number (defaults to 8080 for HTTP or 8443 for HTTPS).
Note:

If the listening port is already in use, the proxy detects the conflict and prompts you to choose
a different listening port.

2. When the interactive API documentation opens, go to the drop-down menu in the upper right of the
page and select utils.
3. Click the Login category to see the available endpoints.

13
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4. Click the POST: /login endpoint, and then click Try it out.

5. Enter the login parameters.
For first-time setup, enter credentials for the admin user.
6. Click Execute.
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7 Managing Certificates
Certificates identify website owners for secure connections between clients and servers.

Enabling an SSL Self-Signed Certificate
The Web Services Proxy uses Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for security. SSL Certificates provide secure,
encrypted communications between a website and an internet browser.
To enable an SSL certificate, perform these steps:
1. Open the wsconfig.xml file, located at:
−

−

(Windows) C:\Program Files\NetApp\SANtricity Web Services Proxy

(Linux) /opt/netapp/santricity_web_services_proxy

2. Add an SSL port designation, similar to the following example:
<sslport clientauth=”request”>8443</sslport>

When the server is started with SSL configured, the server looks for the keystore and truststore files.
−

If the server does not find a keystore, the server uses the IP address of the first detected nonloopback IPv4 address to generate a keystore and add a self-signed certificate to the keystore.

−

If the server does not find a truststore, or the truststore is not specified, the server uses the
keystore as the truststore.

Bypassing Certificate Validation
To support secure connections, the Web Services Proxy validates the storage systems’ certificates
against its own trusted certificates. If needed, you can configure the wsconfig.xml file to enable the
Web Services Proxy to connect to storage systems without certificate validation.
To bypass certificate validation for storage systems, perform these steps:
1. Before configuring this setting, verify that all storage array connections are secure.
2. Open the wsconfig.xml file, located at:
−

−

(Windows) C:\Program Files\NetApp\SANtricity Web Services Proxy

(Linux) /opt/netapp/santricity_web_services_proxy

3. Enter true in the trust.all.arrays entry, as shown in the example:
<env key="trust.all.arrays">true</env>

Managing Certificates with the API
To generate and import CA certificates for the proxy’s host system, you can use API endpoints by
performing the following steps:
1. Log in to the interactive API documentation.
2. Go to the drop-down menu in the upper right and select v2.
3. Expand the Administration link and scroll down to the /certificates endpoints.
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4. Select POST:/certificates, and then select Try it out.
The web server regenerates a self-signed certificate. You can then enter information in several fields
to define the common name, organization, organization unit, alternate ID, and other information used
to generate the CSR.

16
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5. Add the required information in the Example values pane to generate a valid CA certificate, and then
execute the commands.
To find the valid DN attributes, refer to https://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2253.txt. This example is for
customers who are based in the United States:
{

}

"dn": "CN=Enter_server_FQDN,O=Company_Name,OU=Organization_Unit,L=Location,ST=State,C=US",
"rdns": [
{
"attributes": [
{
"name": "CN",
"value": "Enter_server_FQDN"
},
{
"name": "O",
"value": "Enter_Company_Name"
},
{
"name": "OU",
"value": "Enter_Origanization_Unit"
},
{
"name": "L",
"value": "Enter_Location"
},
{
"name": "ST",
"value": "Enter_State"
},
{
"name": "C",
"value": "US"
}
]
}
],
"subjectAlternateNames": [
{
"sanType": "dns",
"sanValue": "Enter_server_FQDN"
},
{
"sanType": "ip",
"sanValue": "Enter_server_IP"
}
]

Do not call POST:/certificates or POST:/certificates/reset again, or you must regenerate the CSR.
When you call POST:/certificates or POST:/certificates/reset, you are generating a new self-signed
certificate with a new private key. If you send a CSR that was generated before the last reset of the
private key on the server, the new security certificate does not work. You must generate a new CSR
and request a new CA certificate.
6. Execute the GET:/certificates/server endpoint to confirm that the current certificate status is the selfsigned certificate with the information added from the POST:/certificates command.
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The server certificate (denoted by the alias “jetty”) is still self-signed at this point.
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7. Expand the POST:/certificates/export endpoint, select Try it out, enter a file name for the CSR file,
and then click Execute.

8. Copy and paste the fileUrl into a new browser tab to download the CSR file.
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9. Send the CSR to a valid CA and request a new web server certificate chain.
10. When the CA issues a new certificate chain, use the certificate manager tool to break out the root,
intermediate, and web server certificates.
11. When the individual certificate files are available, import them to the Web Services Proxy server.
a. Expand the POST:/sslconfig/server endpoint and select Try it out.
b. Enter a name for the CA root certificate in the alias field.

c.

Select false in the replaceMainServerCertificate field.

d. Browse to and select the new CA root certificate.
e. Click Execute.

f.

20
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g. Repeat the CA certificate upload procedure for the CA intermediate certificate.
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h. Repeat the certificate upload procedure for the new web server security certificate file, except in
this step, select true on the replaceMainServerCertificate drop-down.
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i.

Confirm that the web server security certificate import was successful.

j.

To confirm that the new root, intermediate, and web server certificates are available in the
keystore, run GET:/certificates/server.
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12. Select and expand the POST:/certificates/reload endpoint, and then select Try It Out. When
prompted, whether you want to restart both controllers, select false. (True applies only in the case of
dual array controllers.) Click Execute.

The /certificates/reload endpoint usually returns a successful http 202 response. However, the
reload of the web server truststore and keystore certificates does create a race condition between the
API process and the web server certificate reload process. In rare cases, the web server certificate
reload can beat the API processing. In this case, the reload appears to fail even though it completed
successfully. If this occurs, continue to the next step anyway. If the reload actually failed, the next
step will not succeed.
13. Close the current browser session to the Web Services Proxy, open a new browser session, and
confirm that a new secure browser connection to the Web Services Proxy can be established.
By using an incognito or in-private browsing session, you can open a connection to the server without
using any saved data from previous browsing sessions.
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8 Using Stateless Mode
The Web Services Proxy provides a stateless mode option that enables storage systems to access the
Web Services Proxy without prior registration. Information normally supplied during registration is instead
supplied with each call through the stateless mode. Stateless systems are cached in a stateless cache
map within the proxy to provide a multi-call performance approaching that of registered storage systems.
Due to state and database dependency requirements, the following functionality is not available for
stateless storage systems:
•

Display in storage system lists

•

The ability to be added to folders

•

Analyzed, cached, or historical statistics

•

Cached MEL events

•

Proxy-based volume or system tagging

Note:

Stateless mode requires the same certificate management that is applicable to all systems.

Configuring the Expiration Setting
If needed, you can configure the expiration setting for the cache of the stateless mode storage system
through the stateless.cache.expire setting in the wsconfig.xml file. By default, the stateless
cache expires in 300 seconds if not accessed.

Stateless Access Token
Each call made through the stateless mode requires a unique security token. You can use self-generated
tokens for these calls or you can obtain a token through the API endpoint GET_/v2/client-token under
Administration. The token is required for use as the ID for the storage system in the stateless cache
map, and also as the key in the map of client IDs to a map of compound keys to storage devices.

General Workflow for Stateless Mode
Calls for stateless mode are located in the API documentation under v2/storage-systems. A storage
system ID of “stateless” is required. Whenever the ArrayDataHandler identifies the stateless storage
system ID, a query of the request object is performed for the following headers:
•

x-netapp.mgr-paths – A required header containing a comma separated list of IP or DNS names
for the controllers and/or agent to access the storage systems.

•

x-netapp-webapi-client-token – A required header containing a token used exclusively to
identify a client. Use a cryptographically random token, which keeps storage systems isolated.

•

x-netapp-sa-password – The string value for the storage array (SA) password. This is an optional
header for GET operations, but keep in mind that GET operations will fail if a storage array password
is set and this header value is not defined.

•

x-netapp-wwn – An optional header containing the storage system WWN. A device ID/WWN is not
required for out-of-band.

•

x-netapp-system-create-timeout – An optional header containing the number of seconds to
wait for a storage system to come online before returning offline.

After querying the headers, the proxy examines the stateless cache map for stateless storage systems.
The data structure is a map of a client ID to a map of Storage ID (Management Paths + WWN) to Storage
System. If the system is not found, a new system is created. The password is set on the storage system
for each call, and the stateless storage system is returned to handle all calls. After being added to the
cache map, the client cache entry or storage device cache entry are removed if either are not accessed
during the timeout period.
24
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9 Adding Storage Systems
To manage storage systems with the Web Services Proxy, you must discover and add them to the
management list.

Automatically Discovering Storage Systems
By default, you need to provide only one management IP or DNS address to add a storage system. The
server automatically discovers all management paths when the paths are either not configured or the
paths are configured and rotatable.
Note:

If you attempt to use an IPv6 protocol to automatically discover storage systems from the
controller configuration after an initial connection has been made, the process might fail. Possible
causes for the failure include problems during IP address forwarding or IPv6 being enabled on
the storage systems, but not being enabled on the server.

By default, IPv6 automatic discovery is disabled and IPv4 is enabled. To modify these auto discovery
settings:
1. Open the wsconfig.xml file, located at:
−

−

(Windows) C:\Program Files\NetApp\SANtricity Web Services Proxy

(Linux) /opt/netapp/santricity_web_services_proxy

2. In the autodiscover strings, change settings from “true” to “false,” as desired.
For example:
<env key="autodiscover.ipv6.enable">true</env>
<env key="autodiscover.ipv4.enable">true</env>

Note:

Before enabling IPv6 through the wsconfig.xml file, verify that your infrastructure supports
IPv6 connectivity to the storage systems to mitigate any connection issues.

When the paths are configured, but not configured so that the server can route to the addresses,
intermittent connection errors happen. If you cannot set the IP addresses to be routable from the host,
turn off auto discovery (change the settings to “false”).

Discovering and Adding Storage Systems Using API Endpoints
You can use API endpoints to discover and add storage systems to the managed list. This procedure
creates a management connection between the storage system and the API.
Note:

For storage systems with SANtricity versions 11.30 and later, make sure that the legacy
management interface for SYMbol is enabled in the SANtricity System Manager interface.
Otherwise, the Discovery endpoints fail. This setting is located in Settings > System >
Additional Settings > Change Management Interface.

Step 1: Discover storage system
1. Log in to the interactive API documentation.
2. Make sure V2 is selected in the drop-down, and then expand the Storage-Systems category.
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3. Click the POST: /discovery endpoint, and then click Try it out.

4. Enter the parameters as described in the table.
Field

Instructions

startIP
endIP

Replace string with the starting and ending IP address range for one or
more storage systems in the network.
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Field

Instructions

useAgents

Set this value to either:
true = Use in-band agents for the network scan.
false = Do not use in-band agents for the network scan.

connectionTimeout

Enter the seconds allowed for the scan before the connection times out.

maxPortsToUse

Enter a maximum number of ports used for the network scan.

5. Click Execute.
Note:

API actions execute without user prompts.

The discovery process runs in the background.
6. Make sure the code returns a 202.
7. Under Response Body, locate the value returned for the requestId. You need the Request ID to
view the results in the next step.

Step 2: View discovery results
1. Click the GET: /discovery endpoint, and then click Try it out.
2. Enter the Request ID from the previous step. If you leave the Request ID blank, the endpoint defaults
to the last request ID execute.
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3. Click Execute.
4. Make sure the code returns 200.
5. In the response body, locate your Request ID and the strings for storageSystems. The strings look
similar to the following example:
"storageSystems": [
{
"serialNumber": "123456789",
"wwn": "000A011000AF0000000000001A0C000E",
"label": "EF570_Array",
"firmware": "08.41.10.01",
"nvsram": "N5700-841834-001",
"ipAddresses": [
"10.xxx.xx.213",
"10.xxx.xx.214"
],

You need the following values for the next endpoint:
wwn – The worldwide name, which is unique to each storage system.

•
•

label – The name of the storage system that was entered during the array installation and base
configuration process.

•

ipAddresses – The IP addresses of the controller’s management ports.

Step 3: Add storage system
1. Click the POST: /storage-system endpoint, and then click Try it out.
2. Enter the parameters as described in the table.
Field

Instructions

id

Enter a unique name for this storage system. You can enter the label
(displayed in the response for GET: /discovery), but the name can be any
string you choose. If you do not provide a value for this field, Web Services
automatically assigns a unique identifier.
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Field

Instructions

controllerAddresses

Enter the IP addresses displayed in the response for GET: /discovery. For
dual controllers, separate the IP addresses with a comma. For example:

“IP address 1”,”IP address 2”

validate

Enter true, so you can receive confirmation that Web Services can connect
to the storage system.

password

Enter the administrative password for the storage system.

wwn

Enter the WWN of the storage system (displayed in the response for GET:
/discovery).

3. Remove all strings after “enableTrace”: true, so that the entire string set matches the following
example:
{

}

"id": "EF570_Array",
"controllerAddresses": [
"Controller-A-Mgmt-IP","Controller-B-Mgmt_IP"
],
"validate":true,
"password": "array-admin-password",
"wwn": "000A011000AF0000000000001A0C000E",
"enableTrace": true

4. Click Execute.
5. Make sure the code response is 201, which indicates that the endpoint executed successfully.
The Post: /storage-systems endpoint is queued. You can view the results using the GET: /storagesystems endpoint in the next step.
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Step 4: Confirm list addition
1. Click the GET: /storage-system endpoint.
No parameters are required.
2. Click Execute.
3. Make sure that the code response is 200. This value indicates that the endpoint executed
successfully.
4. In the response body, look for the storage system details. The returned values indicate that it was
successfully added to the list of managed arrays, similar to the following example:
[

]

{

]
}

"id": "EF570_Array",
"name": "EF570_Array",
"wwn": "000A011000AF0000000000001A0C000E",
"passwordStatus": "valid",
"passwordSet": true,
"status": "optimal",
"ip1": "10.xxx.xx.213",
"ip2": "10.xxx.xx.214",
"managementPaths": [
"10.xxx.xx.213",
"10.xxx.xx.214"

Scaling Up the Number of Managed Storage Systems
By default, the API can manage up to 100 storage systems. If you need to manage more, you must bump
the memory requirements for the server.
1. Access the appropriate configuration file, located at:
−
−

On Windows, go to the appserver64.init file.
Locate the line vmarg.3=-Xmx512M
On Linux, go to the webserver.sh file.
Locate the line JAVA_OPTIONS="-Xmx512M"

2. To increase the memory, replace “512” with the desired memory. Add 250 MB per 100 extra storage
systems. Do not add more memory than what you physically have. Allow enough extra for your
operating system and other applications.

MEL Events Cache Size
The default cache size is 8,192 events. The approximate data usage for the MEL events cache is 1MB for
each 8,192 events. Therefore, by retaining the defaults, cache usage should be approximately 1MB for a
storage system.

File Handles Limit
In addition to memory, the proxy uses network ports for each storage system. Linux and Windows
consider network ports as file handles. As a security measure, most operating systems limit the number of
open file handles that a process or a user can have open at one time. Especially in Linux environments,
where open TCP connections are considered to be file handles, the Web Services Proxy can easily
exceed this limit. Because the fix is system dependent, you should refer to your operating system’s
documentation for how to raise this value.
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10 Setting Automatic Polling for Statistics
You can use the REST service to configure automatic polling and caching of volume and disk statistics.
The Web Services Proxy provides access to the following types of statistics:
•

Raw statistics. Total counters for data points at the time of data collection. Raw statistics can be
used for total read operations or total write operations.

•

Analyzed statistics. Calculated information for an interval. Examples of analyzed statistics are read
input/output operations (IOPs) per second or write throughput.

Raw statistics are linear, typically requiring at least two collected data points to derive usable data from
them. The analyzed statistics are a derivation of the raw statistics, which provide important metrics. Many
values that can be derived from the raw statistics are shown in a usable, point-in-time format in the
analyzed statistics for your convenience.
You can retrieve raw statistics regardless of whether the automatic polling is enabled or not. You can add
the usecache=true query string to the end of the URL to retrieve cached statistics from the last poll.
Using cached results greatly increases the performance of statistics retrieval. However, multiple calls at a
rate equal to or less than the configured polling interval cache retrieves the same data.

Statistics Functionality
The Web Services Proxy provides API endpoints that enable the retrieval of raw and analyzed controller
and interface statistics from supported hardware models and software versions. These statistic APIs are
available for any E2800 series or newer systems, as well as for any E2700 series or E5600 series
systems that are running software versions 08.30.20.xx and 11.30.20.xx, or newer. Among other metrics,
the controller statistics APIs provide CPU statistics.
Raw Statistics APIs:
•

/storage-systems/{system-id}/controller-statistics

•

/storage-systems/{system-id}/drive-statistics/{optional list of disk ids}

•

/storage-systems/{system-id}/interface-statistics/{optional list of interface ids}

•

/storage-systems/{system-id}/volume-statistics/{optional list of volume ids}

Analyzed Statistics APIs:
•

/storage-systems/{id}/analysed-controller-statistics/

•

/storage-systems/{id}/analysed-drive-statistics/{optional list of disk ids}

•

/storage-systems/{id}/analysed-interface-statistics/{optional list of interface ids}

•

/storage-systems/{id}/analysed-volume-statistics/{optional list of volume ids}

The APIs retrieve analyzed statistics from the last poll and are only available when polling is enabled.
They include the following input-output data:
•

Operations per second

•

Throughput in megabytes per second

•

Response times in milliseconds

These calculations are based on the differences between statistical polling iterations, which are the most
common measures of storage performance. These statistics are preferable to unanalyzed statistics.
Note:
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When the storage system starts, there is no previous statistics collection for calculating the
various metrics, so analyzed statistics will require at least one polling cycle after startup to return
data. In addition, if the cumulative counters are reset, the next polling cycle will have
unpredictable numbers for the data.
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Configuring Polling Intervals
To gather statistics from storage systems configured on the proxy, you can modify the wsconfig.xml
file and specify a polling interval in seconds.
Note:

Because the statistics are cached in memory, you might see an increase of about 1.5 MB of
memory-use for each storage system.

To enable statistics polling, perform these steps:
1. Open the wsconfig.xml file, located at:
−

−

(Windows) C:\Program Files\NetApp\SANtricity Web Services Proxy

(Linux) /opt/netapp/santricity_web_services_proxy

2. Add the following line inside the <env-entries> tag, in which n is the number of seconds for the
interval between polling requests:
<env key="stats.poll.interval">n</env>
Example:
<env-entries>

<env key="stats.poll.interval">60</env>
</env-entries>

In the above example, polling starts at 60-second intervals. That is, the system requests polling to
start 60 seconds after the prior polling period was completed (regardless of the duration of the prior
polling period).
All statistics are time-stamped with the exact time they were retrieved. The system uses the time
stamp or time difference on which to base the 60-second calculation.

11 Configuring AutoSupport (ASUP)
The AutoSupport (ASUP) feature collects data in a customer support bundle and automatically sends the
message file to NetApp Support for remote troubleshooting and problem analysis. ASUP automatically
transmits messages to NetApp based on manual and schedule-based criteria. Each ASUP message is a
collection of log files, configuration data, state data, and performance metrics.
By default, ASUP transmits the files listed in the following table to the NetApp Support team once each
week.
Table 9) ASUP Files

File Name

Description

x-headers-data.txt

Contains the X-header information.

manifest.xml

Details the contents of the message.

arraydata.xml

Contains the list of client-persisted data.

appserver-config.txt

Contains the web server configuration data.

wsconfig.txt

Contains the web server configuration data.

host-info.txt

Contains information about the host environment.

server-logs.7z

Includes every available webserver log file.

client-info.txt

Contains arbitrary key/value pairs for application-specific counters,
such as method and webpage hits.
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File Name

Description

webservicesprofile.json

Contain Webservices profile data and Jersey monitoring statistical
data. By default, Jersey monitoring statistics are enabled. You can
enable and disable them in the wsconfig.xml file as follows:
Enable: <env key="enable.jersey.statistics">true</env>

jersey-monitoringstatistics.json

Disable: <env key="enable.jersey.statistics">false</env>

Configuring ASUP Delivery Type
You can configure the ASUP feature to use HTTPS, HTTP, or SMTP delivery methods. HTTPS is the
default delivery method.
To modify the ASUP delivery method, perform these steps:
1. Access the ASUPConfig.xml file in the working directory.

2. In the string <delivery type=”n”>, enter 1, 2, or 3 as described in the table:
Value

Description

1

HTTPS (default)

2

HTTP

<delivery type=”1”>
<delivery type=”2”>
SMTP - To properly configure the ASUP delivery type to SMTP, you must include the
SMTP mail server address, along with the sender and recipient user emails, similar to the
following example:

3

<delivery type=”3”>
<smtp>

<mailserver>smtp.example.com</mailserver>
<sender>user@example.com</sender>

<replyto>user@example.com</replyto>

</smtp>
</delivery>

Enabling and Disabling ASUP
The ASUP feature can be enabled or disabled during the initial installation of the Web Services Proxy. If
needed, you can enable or disable the ASUP feature after installation through the ASUPConfig.xml file.
To enable or disable the ASUP feature after Web Services Proxy installation, enter one of the values
under <asupdata enabled=”(Boolean)” timestamp=”1428601077263”> of the
ASUPConfig.xml file:
true (enable) – <asupdata enabled=”true” timestamp=”0”>

•

false (disable) – <asupdata enabled=”false” timestamp=”0”>

•

Note:

The timestamp entry is superfluous.

Alternatively, you can enable or disable the ASUP feature through the API. From the interactive
documentation, go to Configuration and POST/asup. Enable ASUP by specifying true or disable it by
specifying false.
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12 Configuring Load-balancing and/or High-Availability
If needed, you can use the Web Services Proxy in a highly-available (HA) configuration. In an HA
configuration, typically either a single node receives all requests while the others are on stand-by, or
requests will be load-balanced across all nodes.
The Web Services Proxy can exist in a highly-available (HA) environment, with most APIs operating
correctly regardless of the recipient of the request. Metadata tags and folders are two exceptions to that
rule. The tags and folders are stored in a local database and are not shared between Web Services Proxy
instances.
However, there are some known timing issues that occur in a small percentage of requests. Specifically,
one instance of the proxy can have newer data faster than a second instance for a small window. The
Web Services Proxy includes a special configuration that has been tested and shown to remove this
issue.
This option is not enabled by default, because it increases the amount of time it takes to service requests
(for data consistency).
To enable this option, you must add the Dload-balance.enabled=true property to one of the
following files:
Windows: Modify the appserver64.ini file.
For example: vmarg.7=-Dload-balance.enabled=true

•

Linux: Modify the webserver.sh file.
For example: DEBUG_START_OPTIONS="-Dload-balance.enabled=true"

•

For the change to take effect, you must restart the Webserver service.
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How to send your comments
You can help us to improve the quality of our documentation by sending us your feedback. You can
receive automatic notification when production-level (GA/FCS) documentation is initially released or
important changes are made to existing production-level documents.
If you have suggestions for improving this document, send us your comments by email.
doccomments@netapp.com
To help us direct your comments to the correct division, include in the subject line the product name,
version, and operating system.
If you want to be notified automatically when production-level documentation is released or important
changes are made to existing production-level documents, follow Twitter account
@NetAppDoc.
You can also contact us in the following ways:
•

NetApp, Inc., 495 East Java Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089 U.S.

•

Telephone: +1 (408) 822-6000

•

Fax: +1 (408) 822-4501

•

Support telephone: +1 (888) 463-8277
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